
Digital Classroom

Lessons for Week of April 20th



Digital Learning
In a nutshell

For these next few weeks we are 
going to be switching to a digital 
learning platform, rather than in 
our classroom. Your lessons for 

the week will be on this 
powerpoint. You may do it all in 
one day or do each day separately, 
it is up to you! These slides will 

take you through the lesson 
through videos and assignments. 
Although we are not physically in 

the same room, I am always 
available if you need some help!



Monday 04/20



Meditation Monday
Sitting or laying down 
comfortably, with eyes closed,
zoom your attention to your 
feet and toes. Notice how they 
feel. Zooming up, focus on your 
legs. Now move your attention 
to your belly. Your chest. And 
back. How do these parts feel? 
Now zoom to your shoulders, 
then arms, hands, and fingers. 
Move up to your head, paying 
attention to how you feel. 



Reading-MOnday 
Must do: 

1. Daily Starter-Day 6
2. Complete pages 159-160 in 

“Your Turn” practice 
packet

3. Read for 25 minutes

Can do: 
❖ Do a passage on 

Readworks.org
❖ Read a book and take 

an AR test
❖ Read a book to someone 

at home with you

 



MAth-Monday
Must do: 

Complete the next 3 slides. This lesson is 

more difficult since measuring a screen will 

not yield the same results. The ruler is 

already there on these questions for your 

convenience.

-15 Minutes of iReady 

Can do: 

If you have a ruler, make a list
Of objects you measured around your 

home and measure to the nearest 
quarter inch.



Math Lesson 10.6-Monday
1. Watch this video for instruction for Measuring length https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yKMkJXp4kI
2. For further instruction, if you have access to Classlink, go to ThinkCentral, then My Library, then look for 

Student Interactive Edition and find chapter 10 and lesson 6.

3. You may print out the worksheet or write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Additional resources:

•On the spot videos: 

http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_

/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yKMkJXp4kI
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/








Social Studies



Assignment
Continue working on your State Research Project (Due 4/22)



Tuesday 04/21



Reading 
Must do: 

1. Daily Starter-Day 7
2. Review slides on root 

words and weekly concept
3. Complete page 7 of LA 

packet
4. Read for 25 minutes

Can do: 
❖ Watch a story on 

storylineonline.com 
and take an AR test on 
it!

❖ Read a book in the 
sunshine! (If you can)



MAth-Tuesday
Must do: 

● Lesson 10.7 numbers 5-13 

OR Challenge pages

● 15 minutes on iReady math

Can do: 

Prodigy for 15 minutes



Math Lesson 10.7:Estimate and measure liquid volume
1. Watch this video for instruction on time to the minute:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAo2RmYBedc&list=UU-LdhsC10G5wEWnol_QUQWg 

2. For further instruction, if you have access to Classlink, go to 
ThinkCentral, then My Library, then look for Student Interactive Edition 
and find chapter 10 lesson 7

3. Complete pages 417-418 numbers: 5-13
● Pages provided in slides below
● (You may write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.)

Additional resources:
On the spot videos: 
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spo
t_videos_9780544251519_/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAo2RmYBedc&list=UU-LdhsC10G5wEWnol_QUQWg
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/






10.7 Challenge
Page



Social Studies



Assignment
Continue working on your State Research Project (Due 4/22)



Wednesday 04/22



Reading 
Must do:

1. Complete all unfinished 
work

2. Turn in pages your teacher 
has asked for on TEAM

3. iReady 15 minutes
4. AR Test needs to be 

completed by the end of 
the day 

Can do: 
❖ Click and play on 

https://play.squigglepark.com/
dreamscape/ for 15 minutes!

https://play.squigglepark.com/dreamscape/
https://play.squigglepark.com/dreamscape/


MAth-wednesday
Must do: 

● Complete lesson 10.8 
numbers 6-14

OR Challenge Page provided 
in slides below

● 15 minutes on iReady math

Can do: 

The last 2 pages for exta 
practice 



Math lesson 10.8: -Wednesday
1. Watch this video for instruction on time to the minute:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUXl9YAZfbw

2. For further instruction, if you have access to Classlink, go to 
ThinkCentral, then My Library, then look for Student Interactive Edition 
and find chapter 10 lesson 8

3. Complete pages 421-422 numbers: 6-14 OR the challenge pages below it.
● Pages provided in slides below
● (You may write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.)

Additional resources:
On the spot videos: 
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spo
t_videos_9780544251519_/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUXl9YAZfbw
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/






Challenge Page



Challenge Page







Social Studies



Assignment
Your State Research Project is due today!!! Please have it 
turned in to your teacher today.



Thursday 4/23



Think about it thursday
Click on the picture and 
respond to the prompt. 

https://forms.gle/aBZxfxVQU71bJaXd8


Reading 
Must do: 

❖ Daily Starter- Day 1

❖ Review Slides for today. This will cover 

what we will be learning this week.

❖ Vocabulary Squares

❖ IReady Lesson- 15 minutes

Can do: 
❖ Read two Readworks 

passages and complete 
the questions.

❖ Take an AR test!



Unit 4 Week 2
Essential Question: 

How can you use what you know 
to help others??



Make a list of 4 ways you can help others.



What will I be learning this week?
•You will be learning about the genre 
Realistic Fiction.

•You will be learning about how 
understanding the point of view helps you 
to better understand what you have read.

•You will be learning about how asking and 
answering questions while reading can 
help you better understand what you have 
read.

•You will be learning about prefixes.



What is point of view?

Why is it important to know what the point of view is in 
a story?

▪ It helps the reader understand characters’ feelings 
and actions. 

▪ It helps you visualize yourself as the character 
that is in the story.

CLICK 
HERE

Watch this quick video on 
point of view! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmgy2W7oAcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmgy2W7oAcI


This is the graphic 
organizer we will 
be working with 

this week:

What does the narrator 
think?

The narrator’s opinion or 
feelings of the people 
involved in the story.



Ask and Answer Questions
•Stop and ask yourself questions about stories as you 
read. Look for details in the story to answer your 
questions.

• CLICK HERE to watch a video on why it is important to 
ask and answer questions while you read.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2fWZHaNugc


What is a realistic fiction?
 Realistic Fiction :
• Is a made-up story that could really happen
• Has dialogue and illustrations
• May be a part of a longer book with chapters 
or part of a series about the same characters



Interactive Read Aloud: Dancing 
La Raspa

Read Dancing La Raspa (Located in language 
arts packet).

Write down 3 questions you had as you were 
reading. Then answer those 3 questions. 



This Weeks Vocabulary: Copy the word and write a definition in 
your vocabulary Squares. 



i Ready
•You will now work on iReady for 15 
minutes.

•I will be checking your scores to be sure 
to try your best!! ☺



MAth-Thursday
Must do: 

● Complete lesson 10.9: numbers 4-10
 OR Challenge Pages provided in 
slides below

Can do: 

Practice Multiplication facts



Math lesson 10.9: -thursday
1. Watch this video for instruction:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0ia1os9W54&list=PLcXR47sDkoHa30-RlynE27CyMwVU
EteHW&index=8

2. For further instruction, if you have access to Classlink, go to 
ThinkCentral, then My Library, then look for Student Interactive Edition 
and find chapter 10 lesson 9

3. Complete pages 425-426 numbers: 4-10
○ Pages attached on next slides
○ You may write your answers on a separate sheet of paper

Additional resources:
On the spot videos: 
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spo
t_videos_9780544251519_/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0ia1os9W54&list=PLcXR47sDkoHa30-RlynE27CyMwVUEteHW&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0ia1os9W54&list=PLcXR47sDkoHa30-RlynE27CyMwVUEteHW&index=8
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/
http://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/na/grk-6/on_the_spot_videos_9780544251519_/








Challenge Page



Challenge 
Page
Continued



Social Studies



Assignment
Watch the video and read the article Recycling & 
Conservation: Recycling -- How it Works. You will have a set 
of questions to answer once you are finished (Due 4/27)

What happens after I 
throw away plastic?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8


Plastic2Oil in Niagara Falls, NY, uses unwashed, unsorted waste 
plastic to produce ultra-low sulfur fuels that do not require further 
refining. The company maintains that its process is “highly green, 
clean and scalable.”

A number of other companies in the U.S., Africa, Asia and Europe are 
investing in technology that produces liquid fuel from plastic 
wastes.

Recycling & 
Conservation: Recycling 
-- How It Works

http://www.plastic2oil.com/site/home


Recycled paper doesn’t just make paper and cardboard. It also is 
used in insulation and animal bedding. Glass is ground up to make 
new glass containers. It is also used as a substitute for sand in 
concrete. There is also organic recycling. That is when plant and 
food scraps are recycled through composting. With composting, 
scraps are allowed to decay. Then they are added to soil to make 
it more fertile.

People are not the only ones who recycle. Many businesses recycle, 
too. Offices often have recycling bins for paper and cardboard. 
Cafeterias have receptacles for cans and bottles. The soda cans 
that get recycled really add up. More than half of all aluminum 
soda cans in the United States get recycled. Recycling cans, 
instead of making new ones, saves factories a huge amount of 
energy. The amount of energy saved by one single 12-ounce soda 
could light a bulb for almost 4 hours! Recycling benefits the 
planet in a big way.



“Recycling & Conservation: Recycling-- How it Works” 
Comprehension Questions (Due 4/27)

1. What can recycled paper be made into? 
A. cardboard, insulation, and animal bedding 
B. glass containers and sand in concrete 
C. new cans and other products 
D. recycled aluminum 

2. How does the author organize the information in this passage? 
A. The author lists the information in order of importance. 
B. The author discusses a main idea by using examples and related concepts. 
C. The author provides evidence to convince readers of his or her opinion. 
D. The author describes a problem and several possible solutions. 

3. Compared to recycling, the energy required to make a soda can from scratch uses 
A. less power 
B. the same amount of power 
C. no power 
D. more power 



4. It can be concluded from information in the last paragraph that recycling is good 
for the Earth because it 

A. saves energy 
B. saves lives 
C. creates a cycle 
D. lights a bulb 

5. What is the main idea of this passage? 
A. Recycled paper can make cardboard and insulation, recycled glass can make 
new glass containers, and recycled plants and scraps can make new soil. 
B. When an aluminum can is recycled, manufacturers can process the aluminum and 
make new cans. 
C. People and businesses can save money, time, and energy through recycling! 
D. Recycling involves the making of new products from materials that people and 
business have used.

6. At the end of the first paragraph, the author writes, "How do other recycled 
materials get used?" The author included this sentence to 

A. question the reader's comprehension of the first paragraph 
B. summarize the major points in paragraph one 
C. transition the reader to the next paragraph, which answers the question 
D. create a mood of suspense within the passage



7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. Manufacturers will take 
a soda can from the bin, _______ process the aluminum and make new cans or other 
products. 

A. after 
B. except 
C. but 
D. then

8. Evidence from the third paragraph suggests that recycling can save energy. Why 
might businesses want to save energy? 

9. Describe composting. 

10. What can be concluded about the author's opinion of recycling? Use evidence from 
the passage to support your answer.



FRIDAY 4/24



Reading 
Must do:

❖  Daily Starter- Day 2
❖ Read “Dancing La Raspa” 
❖ Complete pages 3- 4 in 

your LA packet
❖ Read for 25 minutes.

Can do: 
❖ FLASHLIGHT FRIDAY!

Grab a flashlight 
and some covers, 
and read a book in 
the dark for 15 
minutes.



MAth
Must do: Math Lessons below 
for Adding and Subtracting 

Measurements 

iReady for 15 minutes

Can do: 



MAth Lesson-Friday
-Engage NY lesson 15 & 19 - Adding and Subtracting 
Measurements 

-These lessons are not from our Go Math curriculum. The 
district has selected these problems to cover standards not 
covered in Go Math.

-Hint, use addition and subtraction strategies we learned 
from chapter 1 and in 2nd grade









Social Studies



“Recycling & Conservation: Recycling-- How 
it Works” 

Comprehension Questions (Due 4/27)

Continue working on the questions from yesterday :)


